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Abstract

A mathematical model for tuberculosis that spreads in the host population

through both horizontal and vertical transmission is studied.Variable population
size and disease-related deaths are incorporated into the model.It is proved
that the global dynamics is completely determined by the threshold parameter

Po.There exists two equilibria - the disease-free equilibrium and the endemic
equilibrium.If po < i,the disease-free equilibrium is globally stable and the
disease dies out and if po > 1, an endemic equilibrium exists which is
globally stable.
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l. lntroduction

Tuberculosis(TB) is a major health problem in developing countries and is
one of the most common causes of death.It kills more young people and adults than
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any other communicable disease.There occurs an approximate 3'1 million deaths

per year due to TB.TB is not only one of our oldest microbial enemies,but it also

remains one of the most formidable.An estimated one-third of the world population

is infected with TB, but does not show signs of the disease (which is termed as

latent infection).

TB occurs in the poorest and most underdeveloped countries of the world

and within societies, which are socio-economically deprived.Some factors

contributing to its spread are homelessness, poor diet and lack of access to health

care services.Another factor that has given it an endemic shape in most countries

is the emergence of strains resistant to the two most potential anti-TB drugs,viz'

isoniazid and rifampin.Moreover,DoTs is also no longer enough for controlling TB'

The human immunodeficiency virus(HlV),by its ability to destroy the immune

system has emerged as the most significant risk factor for the progression of dormant

TB infection to clinical disease.Also an increase in perinatal TB has led to

compiexities in treating TB in many parts of the world.The exact risks for vertical

transfer of Mycobacterium tuberculosis to the baby are unknown as is the impact

of HIV co-infection,which frequently accompanies maternal TB disease.

The infectious agent that causes TB was discovered in 1882.TB is caused

due to infection by a bacteria of the genus Mycobacterium.lt is mainly known as

the disease of the lungs (pulmonary TB).Inside the lungs the bacteria becomes

enclosed inside structures called tubercles,which explains the name'However,other

parts of the body can also be affected if the bacteria leaves the lungs.There are

two forms of the disease-the active form and the latent form.TB is usually spread

by droplet infection but it can sometimes also be transmitted from a mother to her

baby via the placenta (which is known as vertical transmission).

when an (actively) infected person coughs,sneezes spits talks,sings or

laughs,bacteria is forced out in the aerosal produced.This can be breathed in and

this can lead to a spread in infection.Not all who are infected get active tB.The
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body's immune system may deal with the bacterium directly and lead to the bacteria

to lie dormant inside the cells for a long time.This results in a latent(hidden) infection.

The earliest mathematical models describing the TB dynamics appeared in

the 1960's and they focussed on evaluating control strategies using simulation

techniques.The models recently developed not only pay attention to the simulations

but also take into account dynamical analysis using the knowledge of dynamical

systems.

The application of mathematical modeling techniques to the problem of

epidemiology of TB and its intervention began with Waaler et a1.(1962).They

developed a model comprising of a linear system of difference equations.Waaler

continued his work Waaler (1968a),Waaler (i968b),Waaler & Piot (1969),Waaler

(1970)and Waaler & Piot (i970).Brogger (1967) and Revelle et al.(1969) carried

Waaler's work forward by incorporating linear as well as logistics growth rates into

the TB model.The modelling techniques of the 60's emphasized on the development

of conceptual models designed to elucidate the role of underlying epidemiological

processes.After l970,little work was done on TB models.

In the late 90's,efforts were renewed to develop a suitable modelling

framework for evaluation of public health approaches to the TB control problem.

Questions that are addressed by the present TB models mainly concentrate

on TB control strategies U,21, optimal vaccination policies [3], TB co-infection

with AIDS [4], drug-resistant TB [5], impacts of demography [6, 7], responses of

the immune system and the impact of control patterns.In these studies,however,the

impact of vertical transmission on TB was not studied.But it has now become

important to study the impact of vertical transmission as women with TB disease in

their pregnancy are at the risk of perinatal morbidity,mortality and vertical transfer

of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (VTRTB) [8].

There is a great need to elucidate the mechanisms of TB disease

progression,given the number of deaths it causes worldwide.As such,in the present

paper,we propose to construct an SEIRmodel for TB,which includes both horizontal

as well vertical transmission.
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2. The TB model

We divide the host population into susceptible,exposed(or latent),infective

and recovered(or removed) classes and denote the sizes ofthese in population by

S,E,I andR respectively.After infection, an individual moves from the susceptibles

compartment into the exposeds compartment, then into the infectives compartment

and then as a result of recovery into the removeds compartment.

Infection is transmitted when a susceptible comes into contact with an

infective (which is known as horizontal transmission), which occurs according to

the bilinear mass action incidence i,sl.Another possible way of infection is through

vertical transmission.Vertical transmission, also known as mother-to-child

transmission refers to the transmission of an infection from mother to child during

the perinatal period (the period before and after birth).To incorporate vertical

transmission in an ,SE1R model,it is plausible to assume that a fraction of the

offsprings of infected hosts (both E and I )are infected at birth and like adult infected

hosts, will stay latent before becoming infectious and hence the infected birth flux

will enter the E class.

The differential equations of an SElrt model with horizontal and vertical

transmission and assuming S+ E + I + R : Nare:

S = b -)"S1 - pbE - qbl - 1t'S

i = XSI + pbE + qbl - (p + k +0)E

i =kE-(v+ 1:,+r)I

il=vI+OE-pR

N =b-p'N -rI

and

(2.1)
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where

6 is the constant recruitment rate,

l" is the rate at which susceptible individual becomes infected by an infectious
individual,

p is the natural death rate constant,

&is the rate at which an individual leaVes the latent class bybecoming infectious,

0 and v are the treatment rates for latent and infectious individuals respectively,

r is the disease related death rate constant and

p and q arc theparameters which represent vertical transmission.We assume
that fractions of the exposed and infective hosts represented by p and q
respectively are infected at birth and like the hosts infected through horizontal
transmission will stay latent before becoming infectious and hence the infected
birth flux will enter the exposed class.Here 0 < p < 1, 0 < q < l.

Since ,S+E+1+R : I'r, the system (2.1) can be reduced to the following form:
j :6 - )",S1 - pbE - qbl - pS

E :?'SI + pbE + qbl-(p + k +0)E

i:kE-(r+p+r)I ...(2.1)

The region of attraction of the above system is:

'l- 
- 

(tI =l(,S, E,I)e,R3:,S, E,I>0;S+ E+I <N|

There exist the following two equilibria corresponding to the system (2.2), namely,

(i) An infecrion free equilibrium stare f"[6 ,O,O] ura"\lt 
)

(ii) An endemic equilibrium state E,(,S,-E*,1'), where

I.*_ ."_



.,

"bs=-
ItPo

F* - b (t -fl andL p+ft+o[- po)

,._ bk [,_f]
' (Lr+/e+0)(v+P+r)\ Po)

and where

kxb

Or=

is the threshold parameter for the system(2'2)'

The equilibrium E, exists if Po > 1'

2.1 StabilitY AnalYsis

WestatethelocalstabilityofthetwoequilibriaEoandE,inthefollowing
theorem:

Theorem 1: The equilibrium Eo is stable if Po < l,otherwise if Po > 1, it is unstable

and the equilibrium E, exists and is stable if
(u + k +O - Pb)(v+ Pr + r) - qbk

/L:- 
fts-

proof: The general variational matrix M corresponding to,the system (2'2) ts'

(- (I1+ tr) - Pb - (1's + qb))

M:l M Pb-(v+k+e) tS+qbl

I o k -(v+P+a)

A.Bhattacharjee and G'C'Hazarika
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At the equilibrium point

-p

0

0

-ou
pb-(v+ft+0)

k

(tx
l-+lu
(uxt_+
Ir,
(r+p

qb)

,b)

+r)

The characteristic equation to the above matrix is-

(p+g)td * a,g* ar):O ...(2'3)

where

a.,= Zlt+ ft + 0 * y * r - pb and

ar: (v+ p + rXp + ft +o - pb)' k (L"nU)
\tt )

We find that one root of the equation (2.3) is -p and the other two roots are

given to be the roots of the equatior. d + arg * ar: 0.

Using the Routh-Hurwitz criteria we see that the polynomial d + arg + a'

has roots with negative real parts if a, and a, > 0,which is satisfied if po < l.

rnus r"[4,0,0) i. locally asymptolically stable if po < l.Further it is unstable
"\t lt )

if po > 1 and in this case,the second equilibrium point E, exists'

Mo:
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At the equilibrium point E,(.9, 8., f),the variational matrix M, is given by-

The characteristic equation to the above matrix is-

(1"i" + p + g) gt + brd + brg I brJ : 0 . . .(2.4)

where

br:3V*v*r+f+e+)vf-Pb
br: (v + 21t + r + k + e )I/- + p(v + 2trt + v + k +0)+ (p + /r+0)

(, + P + r) - {Pb(v+ P + r) + /r(}",S. + qb))

br:(v+ Fr+rXtt+ k+q?''f + p [(p+ k+ 0)(v+ p+ r)- {pb(v + p+r)
1

+ fr(}.S. + qb\ + qbli) t. Y1
p

We see that one root of Q.$ is -1p + XI) and the other three are the roots

of the equation rt + brd * brg + D, : 0.

By the Routh-Hurwitz criterion,the eigen values of Q.$ have negative real

parts iff bt, bz, br, 0 and brbr - 6, ' 0-

condition ,.Ot+k+a - pb)(v-+p+r)-qbk 
ensures that b,, b2, b3> 0 and

fts-

bpz - b3 > 0. Hence

br:3V*v*r +ft+0 +?,"1* -Pb

>3p+v*r*k+0 >0

I
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br: (v + 21t + r + k +0 )f"^I + p(v + Ztrt * r * k +0) + (p + /r +0)(v + p + r)

-{pb(, + 21t + r) + &(},^f + qb)\

> (v + 2y+ r+ f +e)}"I + p(v + 2trt + r+ fr +e) > 0

br: (v+ p + rXp+ &+e )x,J. + p[(p+ &+e Xv + p + r) - {pb(v+ p+ r)

+ r(1",S. + qb) + qu*! ry1
P

>(v+p+rXp+ft+e)7,1>0

and

bpz- b3: (3tt * v * r + e+e){(v +21t+r 

I 
e+e)r,i".11t(v + 2p+ r + &+ 0)}

-(v+p+rXp +k+e)Xf

: p(v * 2p+ r+ k+0)(v + 3p + r + k +0)+ (v + p+ r)2)uf

+(21t + k +0)(21t+ fr +e + v +r).?,,f

>0

Therefore all the roots of the characteristic equation have negative real

parts and hence the endemic equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable.

2.2 Global Properties of the model

Theorem 2z The equilibrium Eo is globally asymptotically stable ,f O, < f .

b
Proof:To prove the global stability of the infection-free equilibrium point Eo([ , 0, 0),

we construct a Lyapunov function of the form:

L:kE+(f+p+Q-pb)I
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Then we have,

L=kE+(k+y+0-Pb)i

t-

=lnbt -r p + r) - (v + st' + r)(k+ p +0 ).T + aut')t

<0 if Po (1

Therefore po ( 1 ensures that L( O.'Hence by the asymptotic stability

theorem, the,equilibrium state Eo is globally asymptotically'table'

Theorem 3: If po>1, then the endemic equilibrium Er exists and is globally

asymptoticallY stable on 7.

Beforegoingtotheproofoftheabovetheorem,wemakeashiftofthe
system (S, E,I) to (P, E,l) as foliows:

System (2.2) can also be written as,

S=b-(7'S+qb)I-PbE-YS

E = (7,S + qb)I-(P + k +0 - Pb)E

i:kE-(v+ V+r)l

Letting XS + qb: l.P, system (2.5) becomes,

P =E -xPI - pbE - ptP

. . .(2.s)

. . .(2.6)

E =)"PI -08

i =kE-iI

A.Bhattacharjee and G.C.Hazarika
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where E : n(t*+l,d = p +k +0 - pb and i =v* tt+r( r.,

The region of attraction of the above system is

Tr: {(P, E, D e R3 : P, E, I > 0; P + E + I <N}

It can be seen that systems (2.2) and (2.6) are equivalent and as such

system (2.6) also has two equilibrium states-

(; )
(i) An infection free equilibrium stare Qnl :-,0,0 | and[rr )

(ii) An endemic equilibrium state Q,(P., E., f), where

o"=!-
Itp o

T / r \Er- o lt--i-lrra
p+fr'+0 [ pr,l

r. : Ek 
[, --L)il(rr+k+0)[ 0',,

:- b\k (,. pq)
oo = lrdi['.;,J

is the threshold parameter for the system (2.6).

and where

L __ *
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Theorem 4z If lo>1, then the endemic equilibrium Q, exists and is globally

asymptotically stable on Tr.

proof:To prove the global stability of Qr(P" E., f),we consider the following

Lyapunov function:

U : (P - P. log P) + A(E - E tog D + B(I - t log I)

where A and B are costants

Then we have,

u =( t-4)"* n( t -!-\u + n( t-Ali- (. P)- t E) [ /,1

= [, -{)G 4,pr - pbE- r,r)* ^i -I)W,-dr)* a( ;l)o,r -" ol'.^ p)'" r-- t / ( Er' ' \ I)

From (2.6)

computing the values o1 i ,1., 7 , from the first, second and third equations

of (2.6) and putting them into the above equation, we get,

, = 
[, 

- +)t^k 
.r - pI)+ pb(n. - E)-i.(r - r.)]

.{'-*)o'.( # #)

.u['-i)*.( # +)

I

I
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=-rsy:-.,{o(, +)(,_#)

*ou('-+)[' #)

.,,0[r +\# #)

*'o(' +)(# i)
ry :- lt(P : P')' 

+ E. f(x, y,r; p)
P

22

This implies

Where

. . .(2.7)

. (p E,t\(x,y,z) =[". ,E,T 
)

and

.f(*, y,,;rl =fr[, -! - *, *,)* ou(r, -:. :)* n(* -, - ;.t)

+ s*( y-, -Z * r)
lql
\2,/

. . . (2.8)
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\-ob a
To make the coeffcient of y and z:0, we choos e A:T and, B =; '

Putting the above values of A and,-B in (2.8) and re-arranging the terms,we have,

, =u(, -:-: ;)-,'(:* * -: 1)

:. A.M. > G.M.,the function, 3-1 -y -xz ,ra 1 +xz-Z-*' ur"negative
xzyxxy

for all x, !, Z > 0, i.e..flx, y, z; p) < 0

(2.7)becomes, U < 0

By the asymptotic stability theorem,the equilibrium state gr is globally

asymptotically stable.

Remark: If 0-o < 1 , then the infection-free equilibrium Oo exists and is globally

asymptotically stable.The proof of this theorem follows from the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 3.' Since system (2.2) ts equivalent to system (2-6), and the

global stability of system (2.6) atthe endemic equilibrium point has been proved in

Theorem 4, it follows that the endemic equilibrium point.E,(.f, 8., f)ior the system

(2.2) is also globally asymptotically stable.

3. Numerical Results

In the last section,we showed that the endemic equilibrium is locally and

globally stable.In this section,we demonstrate numerically that the model possesses

a globaliy and asymptoticaliy stable endemic equilibrium if po > l,where the initial

conditions are prescribed in the region 7.
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The system (2.2) is solved using the fourth order Runge-Kutta Method.

Since TB takes into account the birth and death of humans,so a time unit of years is

chosen.The parameter values that have been used are as follows:

Considering the average life expectancy to be 50 years,the natural death

rate (p) is taken as .02 per year.Recruitment rate (b) is taken to be 1500 individuals
per year. The transmission parameter (7.) can be chosen to be .007. Recovery rates

0 and v respectively for the latent class and infected class are set at 1 .5 and 7.7

per individuallyear (Recovery rate is taken as the inverse of the time between TB

activation and recovery by treatment,which according to data is believed to be 7-8

months).The progression rate from latent TB to active TB (ft) is taken as .00256

per year.Disease-induced mortality rate (r) : .32 per year (It varies from .0575 per

person/year in countries where TB prevalence is low to .4605 per person/year in
countries where TB prevalence is high).The fraction of offsprings p and q born to

the exposed and infected hosts respectively are taken to be .0001 and .0003.

The initial values used for the S, E and l classes at time I : 0 are: S (0) :
2000, E(0) : 450, (0): 100.

Above parameter values have been estimated in light of [6, 9].The parameter

values can be aptly applied to relief camps or slum dwellings where the disease is

at its peak because ofunhygienic living conditions and insuffcient access to health

care facilities.

In Fig.1 , the distribution of susceptible population (,9) with time for various

values of the recruitment parameter (b). Recruitment may be in the form of
immigration or birth.It is observed that as there is a rise in the recruitment parameter

(b) in the form of births/immigration, the size of the susceptible class S also shows

an increase with time.

InFig.2, the exposed population (E) is plotted against time for different
values of the recruitment parameter (b).There are more latently infected persons

when b -- 2900 as compared to the case when b: 1500.The size of the latently

infected class is at its peak at 7 years. Due to overcrowding the bacteria gets easily

transmitted from person to person and so some of the latently infected persons

become infected and move to the infected compartment,as a result of which, the

b--*--...-
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exposed class decreases in size.

Fig.3 depicts the influence of treatment rate (0) on the exposed class (E)'

An increase in the level of treatment at the early stage is expected to reduce the

size ofthe latently exposed class.

In Fig.4, the changes in the size of the exposed class (E) brought about by

a change in the parame ter Q) is studiedp is the vertical transmission parameter'p is the

fraction of offsprings born to exposed hosts. At a lower value of p(p : .00001), we

have fewer exposed persons as compared to the case whenp : .000i 1. This shows

that identifying women at the latent stage and treating them will lower the prevalence

of TB.

Fig.5 shows the behaviour of the susceptible class (,S) for various values of

the transmission parameter (^,).As l" increases, there is a drop in ^1, as the

susceptibles become infected and move to the exposed class'

3.1 Figures

Fig.l: Variation in the susceptible class S with time for various values of

the recruitment Parameter b.
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Fig.2:Variation in the exposed class E with time for various values of the

recruitment parameter b.

Fig.3:Variation in the exposed class E

treatment
with time for various values of the

rate 0.
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Fig.4: Variation in the exposed class E with time for various values of the

vertical transmission parameter p.

Fig.5: Variation in the susceptible class S with time for various values of
the transmission parameter X,.
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4. Discussion

WHO reports that the estimated death rate per 1,00,000 population from all
forms of tuberculosis in India is 28 in the year 2008.Even though medicines for the

cure of TB are avarlable,yet almost one-third of the world population suffer from

either active TB or latent TB.The emergence of strains resistant to the two most

potential anti-tuberculosis drugs,viz. isoniazid and rifampin has further posed a

challenge in the treatment of TB.

The greatest risk of spreading TB occurs when larger number of people

are confined in a small space,as occurs in many slum-dwellings or in relief
camps.Data collected by different organisations serves the purpose for health-care

individuals,but is in a raw state to be applied for research work.so some values for
the parameters used in this paper have been taken from [6] and others have been

analysed from data available on TB 19].The results that have been derived from

this model can be appplied to people res^Jing in relief camps or living in slum areas.

TB is the single biggest killer of young women(15-44 years).More women

die each year of TB than all of the maternal mortality causes combined.Since women

in the reproductive age group are more prone to TB,so the factor of vertical
transmission has been considered in this model. As is known to us,that TB is prone

to slum areas where people live in the most unhygienic condition and where there is

no proper access to health-care facilitiess,it is quite often the scene, that women

folk who suffer from the disease don't even get diagnosed and pass off the disease

to her unborn offspring.In this paper,this situation has been illustrated by a variation

in the parameter 'p'.It is observed that decreasing the value of p,leads to a decrease

in the exposed class.

It has been found that identifying persons in the latent class and tieating
them can reduce the incidence of TB.

The Ministry of Health facilities in India has been providing DOTS services

since 2006.It has collabrated with public sector beyond the Ministry of Health,

--*,
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NGO's, medical colleges and private practitioners,which has resulted in a treatment

succgss rate of 86 percent in 2006 [9].But the prevalence ofTB does not seem to

have declined,as various compexities have been arising in the cure of TB

disease.Drug-resistant TB and TB co-infection alongwith AIDS are the two most

dangerous obstacles in curing TB in recent times.We included vertical transmission

to elucidate the fact that proper and timely diagnosis of the women in backward

areas can reduce the incidence of TB.II is also necessary to educate women on

TB.Research is also needed on maternal/perinatal TB in high-burden settings'But

in the end,improvement in socio-economic conditions can be a long term solution in

treating TB.
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Appendix

Apppendix A: Derivation of the endemic equilibrium state values ,$, E. and -f .

Equating the third equation of (2.2): 0, we get

n Q+1t,+r)I
k

Equating E: 0 and putting value of E, we get

o*_ I
KA

(p + k +0 - pb)(v+ pr + r) - qbk

where Po -

. . .(A.1)

b
=-

l"tPo

$+k+0-pb)(v+p+r)-qbk

Equating j = g and putting value of ,f, we get

t.= bk [t-f)(pt+k+0)(v+p+r)[ po)

(A.r) gives E- =-+ ^[,-flp+ft+0 [ poJ

Appendix B: Proof that a, a, of (2.3) > 0

In equation (2.3), a,= 
{,r+ F + r)pb - (v + k+0)(v+ p + a*T. OrU)

Now po < 1 gives ar> 0 and

kLb
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at =2$+k+0 +v+r - pb> ' l ruk*hb +(v+ p *r1lr 0if po < I
v+ p+rL p 

_l

So a,, ar> 0

Appendix C: Derivation of equilibrium state values P*, E and ,f of (2.6).

As in (A.1), equating system (2.6) equal to zero, will give

,. =--i!-[,-+'l where F, =+f ,.#) ,ro atso the vatues of F and p.
n(p+/r+O)[ dr) ruYt


